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ABSTRACT

A n«w cencroid finding method for all detectors
where tha signal charge is eolleetad or induced on
scrip* or wires, or on subdivided resistive elactrodes,
is praaanead. Tha eantroid of charge la daearmlnad by
convolution of tha sequentially switched outputs from
chesa subdivisions or from tha scrips with a linaar
cancroid finding filcar. Tha position lina width is
inversely proportional to H3'2, whara S ia cha number
of suSaivislon*.

1. Introduction

The problao or accurate cancroid finding of the
charge collected or Induced on discrace or continuous
resistive elaccrodea appears In most applications of
all ionization and eleccron multiplying position-sen-
sitiva detectors. Tha centroid is usually date rained
by a global concinuoun readout employing delay lines
or charga division. Fig. l(a). Alternatively, 1C
could be determined by computation from cha outputs of
discrete scrips or wires. Fig. l(b). The global con-
tinuous readouts have che advantage of relative sim-
plicity. Their main disadvantage seems from the fact
chac boch che position line width and ehe position
error (i.e., absoluca Integral nonllnearlty) increase
with tha size of the detector, since the lina width is
determined as

FHHH (1)

where a » % for position sensing on resistive
electrodes, a a 1 for position sensing
wich delay lines;

CQ - total readout electrode capacitance;

£ » total length of the readout electrode;

q - charge induced or collected on tha
readout cathode.

Thus, with cha increase in the decector area, one
reaches a liaic eo che accuracy and to tha position
resoludon for a given amount of charge. Tha neces-
sity so keep cha required signal charga ae a low level
appears in al l decaccors for various reasonss in order
Co avoid space charga effect* ae high races, co main-
tain amplitude (energy linearity), co reduce deposle
formation in gas dececcors, etc.

Centroid eoopucacion, usually referred eo as che
"center of gravity method",1 from tha oucpucs of dis-
crete strips or wires, as performed so far, requires a
considerable amount of aleecronies and ie Is inherently
slow, if performed digitally, It requires a large
dynaeic range in the analog-co-digital converters, and
i t lesulcs in differencial nonlinearity due co che
quantization errors.

This research was supported by che U. S. Department
of Energy: Concracc No. EY-76-C-O2-OO16.

DISCLAIMER -

This paper describes a cancroid finding method
which substantially reduces chase problem*. The basic
problem is how co subdivide the detector to avoid the
limitation* imposed by ics sice and capacitance, and
yec, Co have a continuous readout without dead regions
or discontinuities and nonlinearlcy. The first seep
in this direction was made by Albert,z>3 and applied
in several cases (Ref. 4, for example). This solution
is illustrated in Fig. 2. It is easaneially the charge
division within each section t/N. The oucpuc from each
preamplifier is weighted linearly according eo its po-
sition. Tha centroid is determined as SV^/H),. .The
position lina width is inversely proportional to tfl,
where S i s the number of subdivisions. The line width
improves slowly wich N, because ehe noise from a l l out-
puts ia Included in che centroid determination. The
centroid computation is global, i . e . , wich respect to
che whole length o£ the deceecor. Thus che position
error due to the ratio computation, quantization, non-
linearity, etc . , is the same as for the case wlchouc
subdivision.

The solution l ies , obviously, in (1) subdivided
reslsciva chain, (2) in using only chose outputs for
centroid determination where the signal is present, and
'3) in using output nodes as fiducial poincs. Thus che
noise from only chesa oucpucs (3 co 4) i s Included,
resulting in ouch improved position resolution. The
absolute position error is determined by che error in
cancroid finding within one subdivision, and ie is In-
dependent of cha number of subdivisions, i . e . , che size
of eh* detector. Linear - elation of che cencroid with
che eveac position for CJJ signal charge straddling an
oucpuc node, as in Fig. Uc) , can easily be proved by
calculation of che first moment.

Our method to accomplish these functions is 11-
lu*traced in Fig. 3. The solution is a unique one,
caking advantage of the besc properties of boch analog
and digital techniques. The cencroid of (induced)
charge is determined by convolution of ehe sequentially
switched subdivision oucpuc signals with a linear
centroid f i l ter . The zero crossing Cime of the f i l ter
w(c), shown in Fig. 3, is given by

fcfo"
+ JcffOdt

jf(C)dt
(2)

The function f(c) consiacs, in this case, of sequential-
ly switched samples of charge from ehe subdivision out-
puts. According co Eq. (2), ehe filCer provides a
linear measure of ehe etneroid by i ts zero crossing
time. The width of tha filear weighting function is
determined by ehe number of samplea required co deter-
mine eha cencroid (three eo four, in most cases). The
fi lter has che required property of including signal
and noise only from outputs containing cencroid in-
formation, and thereby minimizes cha line width broaden-
ing due to the electronic noise. In Fig. 3, each charge
amplifier is followed by pulse shaping and a sample and
hold circuit. The signal on a l l outputs Is sampled
simultaneously. Then, che switching sequence and the
digital clmar for zero crossing are started synchro-
nously. The zero crossing from the centroid fi lter
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stop* tha timer.

The position resolucion of thli maehod is detar-
J

(3)

where: a_ • constant containing input f i l ter
and cencroid filter form factors
(usually 2 < ij, < 3)

H m number of subdivisions

k - Solczmann constant

T • absolute temperature.

Tha position resolution improves strongly with tha
number of subdivision*. The number of subdivisions is
determined by the dececcor slza, capacitance, required
resolucion and the signal charge. IC can ba any numbar
between the following two extremes. The upper limit
is one output per strip as in Fig. l(b), where the
resistor chain is not needed. This method provides a
simple and fast solution to centroid determination in
the "center of gravity mnchod". Tha optimization of
electrode strip widths with respect to the detector
geometry, noise, and nonllnearlty, is treated in Sef.
6. At the other end of the seal*, I > 1 , tha centroid
filter can be used inataad of the racio computation in
global charge division.

The m*thod provides a continuous linear position
readout over tha whole length of tha detector without
any discontinuities. Tha nodes on the resistive chain
where the amplifiers are cocnacted, and tha synchro-
nization of the sample multiplexer with the digital
position readout provide an inherent position calibra-
tion, resulting in vary high poslclon accuracy and
linearity. The time scales for input pulse shaping
and for cencroid finding ara Independent afM* each can
be optimized separately. The time required Co deeer-
miite the centroid by these methods Is limited princi-
pally by the seed of che time digitization.

This mechod is based on transformation of the
spatial coordinate into time by che sequential switch-
ing of subdivision outputs into tha cancroid f i l ter .
An alternative way of accomplishing this transformation
is by *<i««icanaou* switching of subdivision outputs
into a delay line witn equally spaced tap*. The in-
duced charge samples propagaca sequentially in che de-
lay line and then into die cancroid finding f i l ter .
This is accomplished ae high signal level and thus tha
noise from the delay line readout 1* negligible. The
principal problem of this approach is the nonuniformicy
of delay time intervals bearean the tap* i f a high
position accuracy la required.

In this paper, cha principle of position cantrsld
finding by convolution 1* described and cha questions
concerning position accuracy, resolution and speed of
operation ara considered. Soue application* are sug-
gested. He have developed a position readout system,
based on Chi* method, for tvo-dimensional position-
sensitive detector* for thermal neutron*. For this
development, wa have built a device for simulation of
cha charge injection and distribution in charge col-
lecting detectors, by which tha position readouc* and
the effect* of electrode geometry and Induced charge
distribution can ba studied. These developments are
described in a companion paper.7 The measurement

results uaad in this paper war* obtained in the course
of this development work, and ara given in more detail
in aaf. 7.

2. g by Convolution

The method it based on the cencroid finding
property of a class of filters with bipolar impulse
response) (weighting function). The concept of such a
filter waa introduced in a previous work.3 The Impulse
response of an ideal cencroid finding filter is given
by

h(e) ' it (4)

where Tg is the width of the filter impulse response
aa shown is Fig. 4, and D(t) 1* the unit seep function.
Tha response of the filter to an input function f(c) is
given by cha convolution integral,

v < t ) " T"

(5)

We determine now the time tfo of tha zero crossing of
the output response v(t). By setting v(tf0) • 0, and
by determining the integration limits to cover the
range of nonzero values of cha weighting function, wa
obtain.

Tha time of zero crossing is Chen,

(6)

Tf(T)dT

S." kfo
(7)

f(T)dT

+ e c (8)

The detection of zero crossing thus provides a measure-
ment of tha cancroid t,. of the function f ( t ) , provided
that f(t) ia zero before ce - TH/2 and after t c + %/2 .

Tha relation of various functions and time param-
eters in cha cencroid finding ia illustrated in Fig. 4.
In our caaa, Che function f(t) ia formed by the sequen-
tially switched charge samples aa shown in Fig. 3. If
the Induced charge distribution ia narrower than tha
length 4/R of one section of cha dececcor (between two
adjaeanc amplifier connection* to tha resistor chain),
there wil l be at most three consecutive sample* with
nonzero value* of signal charge for each detected event,
a* is evident from Fig. l (c ) . The magnitude of the
charge (tuples is determined by simple linear dlvlaian
of charge. Each pare of that induced charge distribution
propagates along it* corresponding section of the re-
sistor chain k, k+1 and k+1, fe*2. One can show by
calculation of the first moment that tha cencroid in
time of cha sequenca of these charge samples correspond*



to tha cancroid ID position of the induced charge dU-
crlbuelon. Aa shown In Fig. 4, Che f i l ter perform*
linear weighting of the function f(c) with respect to
eha cancroid cc. The minimum width of the f i l ter
weighting function la Chen determined froa tha require-
ment chat each element of the input function f(c) oust
ba weighted for any position of the eentroid. Figure 4
snows the extreme poaition x/(-l/N) m 1/4 In which Q̂  is
s t i l l not negligible for the induced charge distribu-
tion shown In Fig. l ( e ) . This results in a weighting
function with a width

to reduce the noise contribution froa other samples
where there Is no signal charge (see next section),
and to reduce the rasolvlng time of the filter.

The resolving time of the filter, after which the
next event (sampled simultaneously at the lnpuc) could
be measured, is equal to the width T H of che Impulse
response on the baaia of the criterion that the zero
crossing corresponding t& either event should not be
disturbed. This corresponds to the minimum centroid
separation of the two events by 3 to 4 sample widths,

(9)

where T, Is the width of one sanpla. Tha output re-
sponse shews that the zero Croatia* la delayed with
respect to the cectroid by lfe/2 in agsaeaant with Eqs.
(7)'and (8). Tha displacement of the lero croselng by
one sample width Ta corresponds to the displacement in
position by one section l/V. Thus tha "conversion
sensitivity" position-to-time of the readout is

(10)

The zero crossing slope of v(t) Is 4q9/TH, where
Qs is the area of f(C). This slope is independent: of
che stupe of £(t) since every element f(c)dt • dQ, of
the exciting pulse gives a contribution (4/%) dQ, to
the total slope. Because of the linear weighting
function, this contribution is independent of the
position, of the element dQ,.

Realization of such a eentroid filter la fairly
simple. A filter whose impulse response approaches
closely the ideal function, Eq. (4) and Flo- 4, la
shown in Fig. 5. Realization of a symmetrical Impulse
response or finite width by a else-invariant filter
requlrea a delay llae and, in this particular case,
cwo integrators. Switched tranacondiicfance amplifiers
Gi and Gj In feedback of che integrators serve as gated
base line restorers. While abrupt jumps and sharp
corners do not exist In physical systems, che ideal
response can be approached In its essential features,
i.e., In linearity over a large fraction of the func-
tion width. The Impulse response of this filter is
shova in Fig. 6(s). Tf0 represents the delay between
che cancroid of the input function and the zoro cross-
Ing. Figures 6(b), (c), (d), and (e) represent the
output response for tha positions of the particle
(i.e., avalanche and inducad charge) x/({/3) " 0; 0.3;
0.5; and 0.7, respocci^sly, observed in an actual
system according to Fig. 3 acd described In Sef. 7.

We note that while the (napes of the input and
output of tha filter change with position, the slope
at zero crossing remains constant as stated above.
It is interesting to see hot* the filter selects two or
three samples, aa the case may be, and produces a
measure of the ceatroid. Threa samples appear whan
tha signal chtrge straddles a comuction to the re-
sistor chain, and those are two samples when the
chargi is all within one section -l/H.

One can, of course, increase tha filter width to
handle more samples. This night be necessary in the
case where chare is no resistor chain and the charge
is measured on each electrode strip (4 to 3 samples
may be required to achieve a linear response6).

The width of the impulse response of che cancroid
finding filter should be aa small as possible, in order

The tlaa scale for centroid finding and thus the
conversion sensitivity according to Sq. (10) is arbi-
trary, since it is completely defined by the sample
width T a. tn practical implementation of various func-
tions outlined in Fig. 3 (charge sampling, sequential
switching, filter response, sensing of sere crossing,
oad tias digitization), the limitation one encounters
first is the speed of clan digitization, if we assume,
for example, 100 position resolution elements in one
section l/H of the detector, and a sample width T, of
100 nsec, she required clock frequency would be 1 GHz.
All other functions are easily implemented on this time
scale. Even with much more moderate speed of time
digitisation, a short overall processing clme for find-
ing the centroid is achievad. For example. In the case
of che detector with 103 position resolution elements
and a clock frequency of 200 MHz, che total processing
time is 5 M a c . In this sense, che processing time of
this method wich simple Anquenclal jwlcch'_ug is equal
to that of- che delay line method.

Thft processing time could be significantly reduced,
if instead of sequential switching a more elaborate
switching scheme is developed. In such a scheme, a
faac search by sequential switching could be used to
da£ermln« the coarse position of the event by finding
a group of charge samples. This group of charge samples
Is then switched sequentially at- lower speed Into the
cancroid finding filter. This "fast-slow" approach
would reduce the processing time from NT» to about S T 9.
This is of Interest in cases where tha number of sub-
divisions N is large, and a high counting rate la re-
quired. In the example considered above with T s «
100 naec, the centroid would be determined in 0.5 Msec.
Another advantage of chis approach results from tha
fact that only those samples where che signal Is pre-
sent are switched into che filter. The shape of che
filter oottide of Che linear region is Chan of lesser
importance because there are no ocher samples, except
those containing the signal, contributing noise to the
measurement.

3. Noise and Position Resolution

A principal purpose of this method for centroid
finding la to reduce the contribution of che electronic
noise to tha position line width. The position reso-
lution of a detector is, of course, limited also by
other dispersive effects arising from che interaction
of particles with matter in the detection process and
from the mechanisms of signal development In che de-
tector. The position line broadening due to che
electronic noise is always inversely proportional to
tha signal charge. Most of the difficult problems In
the detector design arise from the requirement for a
large signal charge, which frequently results in In-
creased dispersion due to the space charge and propa-
gation of avalanche, for example. In our method, the
noise contribution is reduced at the expanse of the
number of sections N which require signal processing
circuits. Obviously, it is of interest to find the
relation between the position resolution and the signal



chacg*. detector capacitance and slxe,
of sections.

and cha numbar

An accurate determination of cha nolaa concribu-
tion should lneluda al l eha noise sources and an exacc
description of cho input circa i t (e .g . , channal noise
In cha resistive chain represented aa a dlffuaiva llna,
and cha ampilflar noise). Tha fluctuation* In tha cato
ctoaalng time of cha cancroid finding fllear can baac
be dacatminad by graphical aachoda. A da called treat-
oanc will ba published In a separate report.9

Ha derive hare, analytically, «n approximate
relation for cha poalcion resolution by a simplified
model which provides tha main rasulca and an lnalght
into che resolution properties of Chic poalcion find-
ing method. A siapllfled nodal for che noise calcula-
tion la shorn in Fig. 7(a). An example of signal and
noisa aa i t appears ac che input of che cancroid find-
ing fi lter la sham in Fig. 7(b). Ha aaauaa chat che
amplifier noise la negligible, and chat tha channel
noise of each resistor in cha chain can ba represented
by a single noise current generator. Tha noise, due to
such a source, appears (and) correlated ac Che outputs
of che two adjacent aaeliflers. The measurement of
che cancroid is offecced only by cha noiaa of chose
samples in the vicinity cf the centrold which are with-
in che fllcer welghcing function placed wich lea cero
crossing at the cancroid, aa in Fig. 4. This cor-
responds to 3 to 4 samplas (3.5 samples in che example
in che pravioua section).

Calculation of the position resolution is simpler
in che case where che cancroid ia determined by compu-
tation from tha samples of charge (Qfc*.l» Qfct-2> Qk+3)-
Since centrold computation is equivalent to cancroid
finding by convolution, we shall uaa le hare to deter-
mine che position resolution. According to Fig. 7(a),
che measured cencrold *m wich reference eo che output
k+2, assuming chat 3 samples ara used to determine the
cencroid, is given by,

(11)

Q's represanc Che samples of che signal plus Instanta-
neous values of the noise charge; numbers 0 to 4 are
used here in place of k to k+4 for brevity. The nu-
merator represents cbe position coordinate x normal-
ized to 4/N, plus instantaneoufl values of noise at
points 1 and 3,

where Q ia che total signal charge. Noting that
in the IW QI+QJ-I-QJ, the anticorraUeed noiae oucputs
cancel, and Eq. (11) becomes,

After multiplication and neglecting che second
order terms, tha position error becomes,

He now determine the mean square value by squaring this
equation and taking che average value. The mean square
value of a l l noise generators i s the same, aa determined
by eh* resistor* R^, q|. • q* . All products q, •

sine* these sources are independent.

(16)

The position variance is a function of cha position.
The range of x with respect to any one output used as
a reference (fiducial) point is ± 111 i/N. Thus, che
maximum value of standard deviation is

2.12

He can write, more generally,

(17)

(18)

He define ac f as che form factor of the centrold find-
ing f i l ter , which cakes into account, le a general case,
the number of samples considered and the shape of the
f i l ter 's weighting function.

the mean square charge noise qR
2 is determined

from consideration of che charge division, ic is
simply che equivalent noise charge due to the thermal
noise in che resistance RJJS (Refs. 3 and 10),

- 2M (19)

where, a. » resistance of one section, r - ehe width
of caa weighting funcclon of che input filter for uni-
polar functions, or cha width of che firsc lobe for bi-
polar functions, apj " &* font factor of tha input
f i l ter welghcing function for che parallel white noise.10

As usual, in cha charge division we define

T - a
DS H

TDS

Qs 775 (13)

since q.. « Q , i t follows,

3s- ' L V* ' % {qorq12-<123-H'34>JLl- Ta

where ro s la che product of distributed deceetor c«-
pacleanca and realscanca for one section, and Cg i s che
total capaclcanca of the detector readout electrode.
Linear charge division requires that Tp x — 0.8 TQS
(for a trapecoidal f i lter with a flat portion of ehe
weighting funcclon equal co 0.6 rF). in this case, che
noise due co che diffusive nature of this RC line ia
larger only by a small amount than cha noise from
resistor Rgg. substituting ^ from Eq. (20) into (19),

s



From Eqa. (18) and (21) and FWHH,,
the position resolution,

HWBH

In the case Ty - 0.8 T

(21)

2.35 <?„, we obtain

DS < 2 2 )

(23)

Iha form factor a?2 of ch« input f11tar is between
0.733 for unipolar trapezoidal function and 1.47 for
bipolar trapazoidal function. These function* can be
approximated by single and double delay line clipping,
respectively. Another filter of Interest is single
delay line clipping with a base lisa restorer, result-
lag in a bipolar weighting function with a positive
trapezoidal lobe and a smaller and longer negative lobe.
Such a function realized by switched (time-variant)
filters, is described in Ref. 7, and i t s fora factor if
aF2 • 1.

The factor *cg 1» **• ratio of the position line
width for tie subdivided readout considered here, and
for the charge division on one section aioae with no
connections to the rest of che reslstcr chain. This
Increase in tho line width is due to the noise contri-
bution by several sections, Fig. 7(a).

Vith a F 2 - 1 ' and ac f * 2.12,

FHHMffl » 6.3

luce resolution, and

one section.

rfs for abso- (24a)

relative to (24b)

position line width la inversely proportional
to N3'2, where N i s tha number of subdivisions. Factor
N arises because the position (centrold) i s determined
with respect to one aeetlon (subdivision). Factor N̂
is due to the increased resistance and lower noise in
one section according to Eqs. (19) and (20) for a given
TDS-

The results of position resolution measurements7

by this method era presentad in Fig. 8. The calculated
curve shown can be used as a universal one since i t
scales with datcctor capacitance as (CDS[pF]/30)'. The
measured noise i s in good agreement with Eq. (24). This
shows that Eqs. (22), (23), and (24) are accurate enough
for design purposes in al l cases where amplifier noise
is negligible, e .g. , to determine the number of sub-
divisions for a given detector capacitance, CQ, and
signal charge Qa.

An accurate plcture-of noise and resolution is
more complicated than presented here, as is usually
the case, and i t will be discussed elsewhere.9 One
question of interest is the variation of position line
width with the position. The line width variee with
position in most interpolating centrold finding methods.
In this method, naximim variation is between 6 and 30%,
depending on the weighting function width and slope.
Another question is the resolution In eases where
amplifier noise is not negligible. This occurs with
resistance chain at a short measurement time where the
amplifier, e.g., series noise resistance, is no longer
negligible compared to resistance of the section KgS.
Finally, the case with one output per electrode strip
and no resistor chain is of special interest, since i t
has the lowest electronic noise and tha best position
resolution.

4. Position Accuracy

In this ufithod for centrold finding, the absolute
position accuracy achieved in one section is independent
of the number of sections and thus of che length of the
detector. Amplifier connecelons to eke resistor chain
may serve as fiducial points. In any subdivided readout
the problem arises in position encoding in matching the
coarse position information (amplifier connections) to
the fine position information (interpolation within
one section). This results in discontinuities end a
large differential nonlinearity. One method of avoid-
ing chia is co use continuous readout (global position
encoding) for tha entire length of the detector, but
chen the advantaae of higher absolute accuracy is lost.
This problem has been encountered and considered by
other authors working on subdivided readouts (see, for
example, Kefs. 11, 12, aud 13).

In centroid finding by convolution, che position
information is converted into time and this allows a
solution to this problem. The time scale of the signal
in Figs. 3 and 4, consisting of sequentially switched
samples, is determined by the sequential switch. The
sequential switch thus determines the coarse position
and i t also provides che elm* scale for che centrold,
i . e . , for the fine scale. Tha solution is to synchro-
nize the sequential switch with the clock used for fine
scale time digitization. This is easily done by deriving
the switch clock from the time digitization clock by
frequency division. This is illustrated in Fig. 9. In
the eace of che nonincegral ratio of the clock frequencies,
there is a time channel width error causing discontinuity
at the boundaries between sections. One can conclude
more generally that, if the coarse and fine position
are deterrntiî d by Independent ^wrinf. discontinuity re-
sults. The measured position error (integral non-
linearity referred to one section) is shown in Fig. 10.
Integral nonlinearity of ± 0.5% corresponds to che
performance a«hlev«d wich global position readouts
(referred to the vhole length of tha detector). Our
results wore obtained on the centroid finding system'
for a. detector with /, m 20 cm, so chat che •—»«•«•«•» error
of — i 80 Mm corresponds to an integral nonlinearity of
~ 4 x 10 . tfe suspect that the main causa of the
remaining error is che offset of che sample and hold
circuits.

Differential nonlinearity, i . e . , the spectrum for a
uniform Illumination or for a continuous scan with a
point source, is shown in Fig. 11. Differential non-
linearity is derivative dXg/dx of the function Xm*f(x),
( i . e . , position calibration curve), where Xm is the
measured and x tha true position, this is a very sensi-
tive measure of discontinuities in the position cali-
bration curve. In both Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, there i s
no indication of discontinuities a* section boundaries.



The effect of finite cathode acrlp width can ba icud-
lad by measuring differential oonllneericy. In Fig.
U(«), foe a ratio o£ stria width to tha anode-cathode
spacing s/d • 0.76, differential nonllnaarlcy U * i «
and chare la no periodic structure. In Fig. U(b) for
»/d •> l . l , periodic tcructura corratponding to 4 scrip*
par section la aapaieac. Uhllo tha differential non-
llnaarlcy la already significant at s 81, the intagral
nanllnearlcy and absolute position error ara s t i l l
smaller than tha errors In Fig. 10 do* co other aouzeaa.
(Thl» la beeause of tha abort parlod of the nonUneer-
Ity.)

5. Dlscueslon of Results Applications

The method described In this paper performs direct
conversion of position Into time and thereby ,1c replaces
the computation of! the first mosvant by a simple measure-
ment of the sero crossing time. The principal prop-
erties of the method are:

(1) The Input shaping prior to sampling is
independent of the cancroid finding f i l -
ter. The input shaping can be optimized
with ratpect to charge collection in the
detector and co the amplifier nolae.

(2) The tlM scale for cancroid finding and
thus ehe conversion sensitivity position-
to- time Is determined only by the sample
width T,, Eq. (10), i . e . , by the system
clock, and It Is independent of the detec-
tor and of other readout system parameters.
(This i s not the ease with readouts using
RC position encoding and delay line position
encoding! where SC or LC parameters of ehe
poaition sensing medium determine the con-
version :ensiclviey.)

(3) Cancroid finding by convolution avoids
dynamic range restrictions and quanti-
zation errors associacad with analog
operations on signal amplitudes 07 with
digital operations after analog-to-digital
conversion.

(4) The position resolution for a given signal
charge la better by a factor *. N3'z/2.1
than by any other global method with re-
sis cive or Etc position encoding. (H is
tha number of subdivisions.) An Improve-
ment in tha 'TOduct ~? «h» -toslclon line
width and the signal charge' (FWBM'Q,)
between one and two orders ' ' -aagnitude
la easily achieved. This Improvement can
be used to operate the detectors at lower
levels of signal charge. Another remark-
ablo. improvement la la that the integral
nonlinearicy and absolute position cali-
bration errors ara reduced by a factor S,

We are pursuing a number of applications of this
method. Sou* of these are:

(1) High precision position readout for large
area neutron detectors7 for use In bla-
logicai structure determination by neu-
tron scattering.

(2) High resolution x-ray detectors at high
photon counting rataa for use in molec-
olar and crystal structure determination
by Hitraction of synchrotron radiation.

(3) MicroChannel plate detectors for use in
high energy physics experiments. Resiativa

anodes ara contenplaced with subdivision!
at a much smaller scale than in gaa detec-
tors (ijM m 1 mm) and a resolution and ac-
curacy » »* 10 urn. The method can also be
used with cross grid anodes.

(A) Silicon detectors for use In high energy
physics, these detectors would have a
resistive layer contact with fine sub-
divisions of Jjtf am 1 ma, and an expected
resolution of <3 * 10-20 um.

The method esa also be used in gaa proportional,
lonisation, and tide projection chambers where the
cancroid of cha charge induced or collected on strip or
pad electrodes is to be determined.

Some interesting variations asd further improvements
of the method are possible. First is the development of
"fast-slow" methods for switching of samples aa outlined
in Section 2 in order ta reduce further che time required
for cancroid finding. Second Is an Investigation of the
possibility of using a time-variant (switched) cancroid
finding filter. Such a filter could be realized in hybrid
or monolithic technology without components such as c
delay line, which is of interest in large scale detector
systems.
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Fig. 1. Cencrold finding

(a) Charga dlvlilon and daisy lina
poslcion s«tulng (cwo oucputs
for the whola langch of ch«
dataetor).

(b) "Amplifier par scrip" or "canur
of gravity" raathod.1"3

(e) Subdivided charga division.
Charga output* <& ara dacarminad
by tha poiltlon, shapa end width
of tha lndncad charga dlseriboclon.
Ssa^la amplltud«« ara ihotra qiul-
Itativaly.

All amplifiar» shovn ara "charga jan-
altiva" with input iispadanea small
eooparad to tha rasistanea baewaan
adjacanc anpllfiars.

Fig. 2. Subdivided charge division with
global cancroid computation,2'3

3 - ZxbQk/ZQk. Noise from all
preamplifier outputs enters tha
result.
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INOUCED CHARGE
SAMPLES
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Pcaaopllfiar outputs from aub-
dlvidad raaiseiva chain (or a.
conclnuoua raalaelva shaat) are
awiechad scqueatially Into the
cancroid finding f i l ter . Noise
from thraa outputa only enters
the raault. Zero cioaalng time
t j 0 la a continuous linear func-
tion of the charge (cancroid) po-
sition x over the whole detector.



INDUCED CHARGE SAMPLES

Fig, 4. cencroid finding by convolution.
Delation of eba signal width co
cba width of cha weighting function
(inpulja rasponau) of ehe eentrold
finding fl ltar. Tha minimum width
for tha casa shown is TM at 3.5 Ts.
Tha ralatlon of cha ehacga saoples
to tha induced ch*rga diatxibution
1» shorn in Fig. l (c) . Tha con-
varsion ««nsltlvlty position-eo-
elma i s uniqualy datatmined only by
the sample width T8 as X , / ( / )
(see Eq. (10) in the text).

Fig. 5. Functional diagram of the centroid
finding filter. A t and A, are op-
erational amplifier*. G^ and G2
are operational transconductance
amplifiers comprising gated base
line restorers, the response of
the filter in Laplace doom in is,

h(s) - I JL I (l..-«M)] .
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CENTROIO ZERO CROSSING
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CENTROIO ZERO CROSSING

Fig. 6. Response of the centroid finding filcer
as a function of Che position of Che
induced charge
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U/N) • 1 corresponds to Che single section

between adjacent amplifier connections
(fiducial points) to the resisrive chain.
Note that the slope at zero crossing is
independent of position x. In Chis example,
T 3 m 250 nsee and T H =" 750 nsec.
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A simplified modal for noise calculation
in the cancroid finding method, it is
assumed chat the noise from she resistor
chain is dominant.

(a) Equivalent circuit. Q9 " signal charge
qj, » noise current generators.

(b) Sequence of samples with a signal and
noise.

Fig. 9. The relation of the time digitizer clock
and the sequential switch clock.

(a) The ratio of clock frequencies is not an
integral number. An error in the channel
width at the boundary of two sections re-
sults in differential nonlinearity.

(b) The sequential switch clock is derived
from the time digitizer clock by frequen-
cy division.

0, (PICOCOULOMB)
20 .15 JO .08 .07 .06

10 IS ,
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POSITION

Fig. S. Position resolution versus signal charge
calculated (solid line) and measured on
the centroid finding system described in
Ref. 7. Detector capacitance par section

Cn
is CDS " J' • a 30 pF. FHHM scale* as

CQ^ with capacitance. Section length is
i/N « 15.875 so. Relative resolution is
determined only by the capacitance.

Fig. 10. Measured position error (integral non-
linearity). Position error is inde-
pendent of the detector length and it
is given by the section length Ws.
Numbers on horizontal axis indicate
section boundaries.



rig. 11. Measured differencial nonlinearicy.

(a) for cached* 3trip/anode-cathode gap
ratio s/d » 0.76

(b) for cathode scrip/anode-cachode gap
ratio s/d " 1 . 1

Numbers indicate secsioa boundaries. There
are four strips per siccion i/K.


